APET 2014 Conference Schedule*

*The schedule is subject to change. We are fine-tuning it as we receive late registrations.

Thursday, July 10
16:00 – 18:00 Pre-conference/registration reception/check-in (TENTATIVE)

Friday, July 11
08:00 - 09:00 Registration
09:00 - 09:15 Welcoming Remarks
09:15 - 10:15 Plenary Session – (Kane) Chair: Stephen Turnovsky
   Speaker: Robert Lucas “Human Capital and Growth”
10:15 - 10:45 Break (Kane Lobby)
10:45 - 12:15 Parallel sessions A (3 papers/session, 10 sessions – 30 papers)
12:15 - 13:30 Lunch - on your own (Husky Den)
13:30 - 15:30 Parallel sessions B (4 papers/session, 10 sessions – 40 papers)
15:30 - 16:00 Refreshment break
16:00 – 18:00 Parallel sessions C (4 papers/session, 10 sessions – 40 papers)
18:30 - 20:30 Opening reception at the Burke Museum

TOTAL Friday papers – 110, in 30 sessions)

Saturday, July 12
08:00 - 08:45 Registration
08:45 - 10:45 Parallel sessions D (4 papers/session, 10 sessions – 40 papers)
10:45 – 11:15 Refreshment break
11:15 – 12:45 Parallel sessions E (3 papers/session, 10 sessions – 30 papers)
12:45 - 14:30 Lunch break - on your own (longer break for 3,4th playoff World Cup)
14:30 – 16:30 Parallel sessions F (4 papers/session, 10 sessions – 40 papers)
16:30 – 17:00 Refreshment break
17:00 – 18:00 Plenary Session Chair: Myrna Wooders
   Speaker: Ted Bergstrom “Tales of Competing Altruists”
18:30 - 22:30 Dinner cruise/Tillicum Village (bus charters from UW to Seattle waterfront)

TOTAL Saturday papers – 110, in 30 sessions)

Sunday, July 13
08:00 - 08:30 Registration
08:30- 10:30  Parallel sessions G (4 papers/session, 10 sessions – 40 papers)
10:30 - 10:45 Refreshment break
10:45 - 11:45 Plenary Session Chair: Cuong Le Van
   Speaker: (Yves Zenou) “Key Players”
11:45 - 14:30 Lunch break (for World Cup final)
14:30 - 16:30 Parallel sessions H* (4 papers/session, 10 sessions – 40 papers)
16:00 Conference concludes

TOTAL Sunday papers – 80, in 20 sessions) – could add one more parallel session on Sunday afternoon if we need to accommodate more papers.

TOTAL PAPERS: 300
*Start of Session H dependent on length of World cup final.

**Day 1: Friday, July 11th**

**A. (3 paper sessions: 10:45-12:15)**

1. **Voting** – Chair: Nicolaus Tideman
   - PET14-14-00259, Why the Political World is Flat: An Endogenous Left-Right
     *Joseph McMurray*
   - PET14-14-00057, Statistical evaluation of voting rules
     *Nicolaus Tideman*
   - PET14-14-00100, The imperfect beliefs voting model
     *Benjamin Ogden*

2. **Pollution, Growth, and Welfare Benefits** – Chair: Teresa Lloyd-braga
   - PET14-14-00042, Pollution effects on the immune system and economic growth
     *Stefano Bosi*
   - PET14-14-00027, Public and private health, pollution and growth
     *Thomas Seegmuller*
   - PET14-14-00141, Welfare benefits reforms and income redistribution
     *Teresa Lloyd-braga*

3. **Social Choice 1: Electoral Competition, Polarization and Government Failure**
   Chair: Maria E Gallego
   - PET14-14-00199, On the measurement of electoral competitiveness
     *Stanley L. Winer*
   - PET14-14-00099, Multiple Votes, Multiple Candidacies and Polarization
     *Arnaud Dellis*
   - PET14-14-00290, The anatomy of government failure
     *William Keech*

4. **Financial Markets 1** – Chair: Leonor Modesto
   - PET14-14-00024, Trading OTC and Incentives to Clear Centrally
     *Francesco Carli*
   - PET14-14-00060, Endogenous credit cycles with capital accumulation
     *Leonor Modesto*
   - PET14-14-00401, "Optimal Monetary Policy Under Incomplete Financial Markets when Money is Essential"
     *Gaetano Antinolfi*

5. **Poverty, Corruption, and Growth** – Chair: Anuradha Saha
   - PET14-14-00217, R&D_poverty_traps
     *Fernando Sánchez-losada*
   - PET14-14-00289, On food security
Anuradha Saha

PET14-14-00236, Corruption, income uncertainty, and growth

Ratbek Dzhumashev

6. **Game Theory 1** – Chair: Shih en Lu
   PET14-14-00319, Optimal Procurement Contracts with Private Knowledge of Uncertainty
   Chifeng Dai
   PET14-14-00172, Network Formation in a Model of Asking and Giving
   Quqiong He
   PET14-14-00344, Coordination-free equilibria in cheap talk games
   Shih en Lu

7. **Experimental Economics** – Chair: Nels Christiansen
   PET14-14-00049, Deception Choice and Audit Design — The Importance of Being Earnest
   Tim Lohse
   PET14-14-00050, The effects of increasing versus decreasing private goods on legislative bargaining: Experimental evidence
   Nels Christiansen
   PET14-14-00268, Gender differences and stereotypes in the beauty contest
   Santiago Sanchez-pages

8. **Behavioral Economics** – Chair: Myrna Wooders
   PET14-14-00312, Bonus culture and the dynamics of work ethics.
   Vicente Calabuig
   PET14-14-00270, Team Incentives and Reference-Dependent Preferences
   Kodei Daido
   PET14-14-00285, On prejudice and discrimination
   Myrna Wooders

9. **Topics in Development Economics** – Chair: Scott Petty
   PET14-14-00096, Political Structure as a Legacy of Indirect Colonial Rule: Bargaining between National Governments and Rural Elites in Africa
   Nobuhiro Mizuno
   PET14-14-00187, Diasporas and conflict
   Fabio Mariani
   PET14-14-00194, City growth across the E.U.
   Scott Petty

10. **Mechanism Design 1** – Chair: Yu Chen
    PET14-14-00234, A Theory of Block Tariffs
    Masahiro Watabe
    PET14-14-00238, Taking turns
    Gregory Leo
PET14-14-00321, Decentralizability of multi-agency contracting with Bayesian implementation
Yu Chen

B. (4 paper sessions: 1:30-3:30)

1. **Gender and Family** – Chair: Cecilia Garcia-penalosa
   PET14-14-00138, Cross-border marriages and labor market performances
   Mei Hsu
   PET14-14-00077, Gender and Competition: Evidence from Academic Promotions in France
   Cecilia Garcia-penalosa
   PET14-14-00325, The causal effects of marriage on male wages: sources of unobserved individual effects and the problem of reverse causality
   Kengo Yasui
   PET14-14-00218, The effect of marital stability on the labor supply response to changes in wage rates and taxes
   Yonghui Zhang

2. **Tax Incidence** – Chair: Neil Bruce
   PET14-14-00339, Lumpy, Irreversible Investment and Taxes
   Michael Jerison
   PET14-14-00305, The Generalized Excess Burden
   Neil Bruce
   PET14-14-00192, The Role of Toeholds and Capital Gain Taxes for Corporate Acquisition Strategies
   Michael Stimmelmayr
   PET14-14-00058, Payroll taxation and the structure of qualifications and wages in a segmented frictional labor market with intra-firm bargaining
   Clément Carbonnier

3. **Experiments on Public Goods Provision** – Chair: Daniel Houser
   PET14-14-00139, A reinvestigation of the pure group size effect in public goods games: Free-riders, contributions, and beliefs
   Timo Goeschl
   PET14-14-00243, A Simplest Solution to the Free-Rider Problem: Theory and Experiment
   Tatsuyoshi Saijo
   PET14-14-00292, Uniform price mechanisms for threshold public goods provision with private information: an experimental investigation
   Zhi Li
   PET14-14-00317, Providing global public goods: Electoral Delegation and Cooperation
   Fangfang Tan

4. **Macroeconomic Policies** – Chair: Jang-Ting Guo
   PET14-14-00188, Fiscal and monetary policies in an endogenous growth model with banking system and reserve markets
Shu-hua Chen
PET14-14-00166, Fiscal policies, frictional labor markets, and endogenous growth

Chia-hui Lu
PET14-14-00040, Endogenous Growth, Inequality and the Composition of Government Expenditures

Constantine Angyridis
PET14-14-00086, Sectoral Composition of Government Spending and Macroeconomic (In)stability

Jang-Ting Guo

5. Economic Growth, Trade, and Dynamic Programming – Chair: Cuong Le van

PET14-14-00112, Status-seeking and economic growth: the Barro model revisited

Thi kim cuong Pham
PET14-14-00118, Growth Strategy with Social Capital and Physical Capital – Theory and Evidence: the Case of Vietnam

Cuong Le van
PET14-14-00140, An Unrestricted Approach to Generalized Dynamic Programming Principles

Jean-pierre Drugeon
PET14-14-00213, Should the host country invest in a new industry? The roles of FDI spillovers, investment in training, and heterogeneity of firms

Huu thanh tam Nguyen

6. Experiments on Contests – Chair: Daniel Houser

PET14-14-00315, Balance of power and the propensity of war

Luisa Herbst
PET14-14-00316, Strategic alliance formation balances power and escalates conflict

Erik Kimbrough
PET14-14-00261, Fight or surrender: experimental analysis of last stand behavior

Daniel Kovenock
PET14-14-00410, Defense Against an Opportunistic Challenger: Theory and Experiments

Joshua Foster

7. Regulation and Industrial Policy – Chair: Harold Houba

PET14-14-00068, Research clusters: How public subsidies matter?

Emmanuelle Taugourdeau
PET14-14-00343, Wages, productivity, and market power

Volodymyr Vakhitov
PET14-14-00355, Persuasive advertising and burden of proof

Keisaku Higashida
PET14-14-00071, Legal principles in antitrust enforcement

Harold Houba
8. **Inequality** – Chair: Nicolas Gravel
   - PET14-14-00274, Multidimensional Yaari functionals
     Philippe Bich
   - PET14-14-00277, Giving up Lorenz consistency
     Patrick Moyes
   - PET14-14-00055, Poverty: fuzzy measurement and crisp ordering
     Buhong Zheng
   - PET14-14-00231, Fight-or-Flight: A model of endogenous response to the rat race
     Richard Barnett

9. **Fertility and Human Capital** – Chair: Stefania Albanesi
   - PET14-14-00020, Contraception and the fertility transition
     Shankha Chakraborty
   - PET14-14-00330, Does Higher Inequality Benefit Economic Growth?
     Oksana Leukhina
   - PET14-14-00230, Talent, labor quality, and economic development
     German Cubas
   - PET14-14-00206, Maternal Health and Fertility: An International Perspective
     Stefania Albanesi

10. **Capital Income Taxes and Tax Policy** – Chair: Been-ion Chen
    - PET14-14-00032, Optimal Capital Income Taxes in an Infinite-lived Representative-agent Model with Progressive Tax Schedules
      Been-ion Chen
    - PET14-14-00037, Optimal Capital Taxation with Idiosyncratic Investment Risk
      Catarina Reis
    - PET14-14-00178, Tax Policy and Stability in a Two-sector Model under Social Constant Returns
      Yu-shan Hsu
    - PET14-14-00148, Capital Taxation under Political Constraints
      Florian Scheuer

C. (4 paper sessions: 4:00-6:00)

1. **Unemployment and Discrimination** – Chair: Sylvie Blasco
   - PET14-14-00333, Unemployment duration and the take-up of the unemployment insurance
     Sylvie Blasco
   - PET14-14-00210, Hiring discrimination and skill formation
     Sheng Bi
   - PET14-14-00247, Offshoring, unemployment, labour market reform and inequality: modelling the german experience and policy
     Joel Hellier
PET14-14-00313, Labour Market Integration and Racial Discrimination
Jose De souse

2. **Public Choice 1** – Chair: Sara Le roux
   PET14-14-00102, Credit Constraints and Voting
   Braz Camargo
   PET14-14-00240, Decentralization in Government: Career Concerns and Yardstick Competition
   Hideki Konishi
   PET14-14-00362, Self-preserving Leviathans: Evidence from regional level data
   Gunther Markwardt
   PET14-14-00011, Dragon slaying and dyke building - How does ambiguity affect individual behaviour?
   Sara Le roux

3. **Public Goods and Incentives** – Chair: Heike Auerswald
   PET14-14-00052, Teams punish less
   Heike Auerswald
   PET14-14-00130, Strategic and stable pollution with finitely many commodities: a Pareto comparison.
   Hovav Perets
   PET14-14-00235, Leadership by obfuscation
   Nona may D Pepito
   PET14-14-00349, Should income inequality be praised? Multiple public goods provision, income distribution and social welfare
   Jun-ichi Itaya

4. **Topics in Macroeconomics 1** – Chair: Richard Suen
   PET14-14-00015, The cyclical behavior of unemployment and vacancies with loss of skills during unemployment.
   Victor Ortego-marti
   PET14-14-00066, Revisiting private health insurance and precautionary saving- a theoretical and empirical analysis
   Pei-ju Liao
   PET14-14-00082, Trade Union, Economic Growth, and Income Inequality
   Juin-jen Chang
   PET14-14-00046, Research policy and U.S. economic growth
   Richard Suen

5. **International Economics 1** – Chair: Robert Kane
   PET14-14-00093, Infrastructure, Comparative Advantage, and Trade in a Dynamic Ricardian Model
   Akihiko Yanase
   PET14-14-00300, Trade, entry and exit, and productivity growth
   Robert Kane
PET14-14-00226, Exporting Spatial Externalities  
Andrew Cassey

PET14-14-00144, Offshoring and dual labor markets in developing nations  
Subhayu Bandyopadhyay


PET14-14-00090, A Note on the Marginal Cost of Public Funds  
Gareth D Myles

PET14-14-00061, Flexibility of Deficit Ceiling and Income Fluctuation in a Political Economy  
Keigo Kameda

PET14-14-00266, Costs and benefits of cord blood banks versus adult donor registries  
Damien Sheehan-connor

PET14-14-00296, Government Debt Crisis and the Role of Third-party Organization  
Shintaro Nakagawa

7. Political Economy 1 – Chair: Philippe De Donder

PET14-14-00201, Electoral competition and social influence networks: a theory of political polarization  
Samson Alva

PET14-14-00205, The political economy of tracking educational abilities  
Philippe De Donder

PET14-14-00256, Difference-form group contests  
Maria Cubel

PET14-14-00190, Allocating public funds under uncertainty: the role of strict budget constraints  
Wouter Van der wielen

8. Rules and Incentives – Chair: Anne Van den Nouweland

PET14-14-00079, Expectation formation rules and the core of partition function form games  
Anne Van den Nouweland

PET14-14-00104, Relative Performance Prizes and Dynamic Incentives: Theory and Evidence from Best-of-N Contests  
Xiandeng Jiang

PET14-14-00135, Strategic choice of sharing rules in collective rent-seeking  
Orestis Troumpounis

PET14-14-00195, Disclosure Policy in Tullock Contest with Asymmetric Stochastic Entry  
Qiang Fu

9. Education – Chair: Raouf Boucekkine

PET14-14-00281, Education, Awareness, and Institutional Change  
Raouf Boucekkine

PET14-14-00336, Home Environment, Education Choice and Human Capital Accumulation  
Kei Murata

PET14-14-00229, School choice in a Tiebout model
Francisco Martinez Mora  
PET14-14-00309, A normative justification of compulsory education  
Annalisa Luporini

10. **Optimal Taxation 1** – Chair: Michael Coon  
PET14-14-00202, Tax coordination in a fiscal union with asymmetric information  
**Josef Schrotth**  
PET14-14-00224, Market power and optimal non-linear income taxation  
**Robertas Zubrickas**  
PET14-14-00267, Elasticity of demand for scratch-off lottery tickets  
**Michael Coon**  
PET14-14-00299, Pension Scheme for Differential Mortality  
**Wei Hu**
D. (4 paper sessions: 8:45-10:55)

1. **Electoral Issues** – Chair: Federica Liberini
   - PET14-14-00280, A citizen-candidate model with sequential entry
     Shintaro Miura
   - PET14-14-00405, Multi-winner elections using approval ballots: An axiomatic approach
     Marc Kilgour
   - PET14-14-00155, Happy Voters
     Federica Liberini
   - PET14-14-00164, The Citizen-Candidate Model with Imperfect Policy Control
     Refik Emre Aytimur

2. **Public Choice 2** – Chair: Sébastien Rouillon
   - PET14-14-00098, The on-budget effects of trust funds surpluses
     Liqun Liu
   - PET14-14-00284, Housing market regulation and social network
     Antoine Bonleu
   - PET14-14-00185, Sequential rent-seeking when one party is privately informed
     Sébastien Rouillon
   - PET14-14-00232, Tax policy under the electoral system by generation
     Takero Doi

3. **Social Security and its Reform** – Chair: Michael Dotsey
   - PET14-14-00081, Home Production and Social Security Reform
     Michael Dotsey
   - PET14-14-00147, Social annuitization in an adverse selection economy: uniform or proportional contribution rate?
     Yang Jiang
   - PET14-14-00219, Time-Inconsistent Preferences and the Mandatory Saving Role of Social Security
     Scott Findley
   - PET14-14-00294, Social Security in a Two-Country Model with Myopic Agents
     Xue Wen

4. **Demographic Issues in Macroeconomics** – Chair: Stephen Turnovsky
   - PET14-14-00085, The Impact of Social Security on Capital Accumulation and Welfare
     Jochen Mierau
   - PET14-14-00248, Longevity, social security, and public health programs in a dynastic model of capital accumulation, health investment, and fertility
     Siew Ling Yew
   - PET14-14-00063, Egalitarianism under population change: age structure does matter
     Giorgio Fabbri
PET14-14-00391, Differential mortality and progressivity of social security
   Roozbeh Hosseini

5. International Economics 2 – Chair: Eric W. Bond
   PET14-14-00152, Limited Liability and the Sovereign Default Problem in the Eurozone
      Nadjeschda Arnold
   PET14-14-00293, Globalization without Industrial Delocation
      Dao-zhi Zeng
   PET14-14-00345, Is Samuelson’s angel in fact a devil?
      Sergey Kichko
   PET14-14-00149, International Price Negotiations Under the Threat of a Compulsory License
      Eric W. Bond

6. Education Systems – Chair: Marwa M.S. Biltagy
   PET14-14-00056, The effect of advising students at college entrance: evidence from a french university reform
      Nicolas Pistolesi
   PET14-14-00134, Exploring the determinants of educational resilience: a longitudinal analysis of OECD-PISA data
      Tommaso Agasisti
   PET14-14-00371, The vulnerability of schools to economic shocks: States smooth local shocks but not their own
      Steven G. Craig
   PET14-14-00035, Post-Revolution Egyptian education system: key challenges and policy implications
      Marwa Shibl Biltagy

7. Fiscal Competition: International Aspects – Chair: Giuseppe Pulina
   PET14-14-00034, Nash equilibrium and international cooperation in public debt policy:
      Akira Yakita
   PET14-14-00258, Tax Me If You Can! Optimal Nonlinear Income Tax between Competing Governments
      Alain Trannoy
   PET14-14-00288, Taxing multinationals in the presence of internal capital markets
      Marko Koethenbuerger
   PET14-14-00153, Political pressure on offshore financial centers (OFCs): from illegal tax practices toward legitimate activities.
      Giuseppe Pulina

8. Equity, Inequality, and Entrepreneurship – Chair: Claudio Zoli
   PET14-14-00318, The dynamics of entrepreneurship, culture and innovation
      Gonzalo Olcina
   PET14-14-00212, Income mobility, social status and long term inequality
Claudio Zoli
PET14-14-00103, Relative measures of economic insecurity
Conchita D’ambrosio
PET14-14-00360, Measuring diversity in a counting approach
Casilda Lasso de la vega

9. Growth and Development – Chair: Chris Papageorgiou
PET14-14-00225, Trade and social welfare when economic growth and industrial structure are endogenous
Lei Ji
PET14-14-00239, Statehood, democracy and preindustrial development
Nippe Lagerlöf
PET14-14-00357, Skill Accumulation and Sectoral Productivity Differences Across Countries
Wenbiao Cai
PET14-14-00402, Structural Change through Diversification: A Conceptual Framework
Chris Papageorgiou

10. Law and Economics – Chair: Jennifer Reinganum
PET14-14-00007, Poaching, Courts, and Settlements: Complementarity of Governance in Labor Markets
Masaki Nakabayashi
PET14-14-00364, Regulatory inspection regimes and oligopoly competition
Andrew Samuel
PET14-14-00303, Informal Sanctions on Prosecutors and Defendants and the Disposition of Criminal Cases
Andrew Daughety
PET14-14-00307, From Coercion to Politics to Law: The Evolution of Property Rights Protection
Fali Huang

E. (3 paper sessions: 11:15-12:45)

1. Political Economy 2 – Chair: Tomas R. Barraquer
PET14-14-00180, No place like home: homophily and diffusion of politicians' influence
Ali Sina Onder
PET14-14-00182, "Signature-collecting campaign and bias of its outcome in large population"
Tomoya Tajika
PET14-14-00184, Overcaution of large committees of experts
Tomas Rodriguez barraquer

2. Group Actions – Chair: Mark R. Johnson
PET14-14-00074, Private-Information Best-Shot Group Contests
David A. Malueg
PET14-14-00124, An Algebraic Perspective on Networks
Mark R. Johnson
3. **Social Choice 2: Elections Under Uncertainty** – Chair: Maria E. Gallego
   PET14-14-00101, Markovian Elections
   Jean Guillaume Forand
   PET14-14-00361, The Probability of a Fit Choice
   Norman Schofield
   PET14-14-00088, Modelling the US elections when differences across states matter
   Maria E. Gallego

4. **Public Investment, Tax Progressivity, and Inequality** – Chair: Kazuo Mino
   PET14-14-00356, Progressive Taxation and Income Distribution in a Growing Economy with Variable Labor Supply
   Kazuo Mino
   PET14-14-00324, Growth and income inequality under progressive taxation
   Stephen Turnovsky
   PET14-14-00193, How infrastructure can reduce inequality
   David C. Klenert

5. **Macrodynamics: International Aspects** – Chair: Akm Morshed
   PET14-14-00283, Macroeconomic Implications of Debt Policy in a Small Open Economy
   Yu-Ning Hwang
   PET14-14-00369, Fiscal policy in a small open economy with cross-border labor mobility
   Akm Morshed
   PET14-14-00051, Transatlantic Differences in Taxation, Redistribution and Provision of Public Goods: How Fair is Inequality?
   Orhan Torul

6. **Tax Evasion 1** – Chair: Unal Zenginobuz
   PET14-14-00031, Financial contracting with tax evaders
   Philipp Meyer-brauns
   PET14-14-00094, MARKET ENTRY, CORRUPTION AND TAX EVASION
   André Seidel
   PET14-14-00374, Citizens' Perception on Taxation in Turkey and Tax Morale: Evidence From a Nationwide Survey
   Unal Zenginobuz

7. **Regulation** – Chair: Benjamin M Marx
   PET14-14-00351, Regulating potentially harmful innovations under uncertainty and irreversibility
   Sylvain Hours
PET14-14-00168, Procurement versus permits in rent-seeking bureaucracies
Tapas Kundu

PET14-14-00043, Regulatory hurdles and growth of charitable organizations: evidence from a dynamic bunching design
Benjamin M Marx

8. Networks and Signalling – Chair: Nizar Allouch
PET14-14-00394, Policy reform in networks
Nizar Allouch

PET14-14-00287, Dual track sell-out: a case of signaling combination.
Guido Maretto

PET14-14-00137, Do Polls Create Momentum in Political Competition?
Philipp Denter

9. Human Capital and Labor Markets – Chair: Daniele Coen-pirani
PET14-14-00411, Human capital accumulation in a federation
Daniele Coen-pirani

PET14-14-00291, Human Capital Dynamics and the U.S. Labor Market
Lei Fang

PET14-14-00038, Employment protection and the market for innovations
Andreas Bastgen

10. Mechanism Design 2 – Chair: Duk gyoo Kim
PET14-14-00029, An efficient public announcement mechanism
Duk gyoo Kim

PET14-14-00159, Strategy-proofness, efficiency, and the core in matching problems with transfers
Shuhei Morimoto

PET14-14-00176, Notions of anonymity for object assignment: impossibility theorems
Hikaru Kondo

F. (4 paper sessions: 2:30-4:30)

1. Governments and Policy – Chair: David Bostashvili
PET14-14-00116, Soft budget constraints in a federation: the effect of regional affiliation
Willem Sas

PET14-14-00323, Political economy of state-level immigration policy
Qinping Feng

PET14-14-00076, On the timing of political regime changes in Arab countries
Fabien Prieur

PET14-14-00386, Election Times Are Different: Bureaucratic Institutions and Political Budget Cycles in American State Governments
David Bostashvili
2. **Tax Coordination and Competition** – Chair: John D. Wilson  
   PET14-14-00069, Who benefits from partial tax coordination?  
   **Yutao Han**  
   PET14-14-00143, Fiscal equalization, tax salience, and tax competition  
   **Martin Altemeyer-bartscher**  
   PET14-14-00338, Competitive nonlinear income taxation revisited  
   **John D. Wilson**  
   PET14-14-00347, Tax competition as an automatic stabilizer under imperfect capital markets  
   **Zarko Y. Kalamov**

3. **Macroeconomics and Banking** – Chair: Oksana Leukhina  
   PET14-14-00331, Imperfect Information Transmission from Banks to Investors: Real Implications  
   **Oksana Leukhina**  
   PET14-14-00352, ECB collateral criteria: a narrative database 2001–2013  
   **Jakob Eberl**  
   PET14-14-00354, Quality effects of ECB collateral policy  
   **Christopher Weber**  
   PET14-14-00220, Fiscal supervision and the soft budget constraint: Evidence from Germany  
   **Désirée I. Christofzik**

4. **Financial Markets 2** – Chair: Michael Kühl  
   PET14-14-00119, Sovereign bond markets and financial stability in an emerging economy: an application of directed acyclic graphs and SVAR models  
   **Ligia Melo**  
   PET14-14-00310, The effects of financial constraints and cost of capital on investment: evidence from the Canadian income trust sector  
   **Katarzyna Anna Bilicka**  
   PET14-14-00208, Endogenous information revelation in a competitive credit market  
   **Yuanyuan Li**  
   PET14-14-00110, Mitigating Financial Stress in a Bank-Financed Economy: Equity Injections into Banks or Purchases of Assets?  
   **Michael Kühl**

5. **Economic Growth** – Chair: Xavier Raurich  
   PET14-14-00080, Equilibrium Dynamics in a Model of Growth and Spatial Agglomeration  
   **Shota Fujishima**  
   PET14-14-00167, Labor mobility, structural change and economic growth  
   **Xavier Raurich**  
   PET14-14-00203, Cash-In-Advance Constraints in a Schumpeterian Growth Model with an Endogenous Market Structure  
   **Chienyu Huang**
PET14-14-00306, Dynamic effects of anticipated and temporary tax changes in a R&D-Based growth model
   Kizuku Takao

6. **Game Theory 2** – Chair: Cheng-zhong Qin
   PET14-14-00171, Two ways to auction off an uncertain good: an application of radio spectrum sharing
      Alison Watts
   PET14-14-00245, Let's Fix and Gamble: A Skeptical View of Bookmaker
      Parimal Bag
   PET14-14-00308, Public vs Private Insurer: Optimal Segmentation Policy in Complete Information with Transaction Costs
      Yann Braouezec
   PET14-14-00387, Unifying Solutions to the Bargaining Problem
      Cheng-zhong Qin

7. **Market Structure and Pricing 1** – Chair: Oksana Loginova
   PET14-14-00253, Competition for access provision: infrastructure upgrades with spillovers
      Keizo Mizuno
   PET14-14-00311, Toward a theory of monopolistic competition
      Philip Ushchev
   PET14-14-00353, Trading Dynamics in the Market for Lemons
      Ayca Kaya
   PET14-14-00200, Advance Selling and Competition
      Oksana Loginova

8. **Topics in Macroeconomics 2** – Chair: Francisco Alvarez-Cuadrado
   PET14-14-00255, Structural Change and the Rise and Fall of Marital Unions
      Solmaz Moslehi
   PET14-14-00036, Quality of Intermediate Goods: The Growth and Welfare Implications
      Cheng Yi-ling
   PET14-14-00160, Trickle-down consumption, financial development, inequality, and indebtedness
      Francisco Alvarez-cuadrado
   PET14-14-00279, Incomplete Deposit Contracts, Banking crises and Monetary Policy
      Tarishi Matsuoka

9. **Environmental Economics 1** – Chair: Simone Moriconi
   PET14-14-00340, On the complementarity of pollution and population control in developing countries
      Maria Kamran
   PET14-14-00257, Environmental Pollution and Biodiversity: Light Pollution and Sea Turtles in the Caribbean
      Agustin Perez-barahona
PET14-14-00272, A curse of low-valued recycling
Norimichi Matsueda
PET14-14-00067, The Cultural Transmission of Environmental Preferences: Evidence from International Migration
Simone Moriconi

10. Optimal Taxation 2 – Chair: Etienne Lehmann
PET14-14-00045, Optimal nonlinear income taxation with multidimensional types: the Case with heterogeneous behavioral responses
Etienne Lehmann
PET14-14-00183, Optimal income taxation without commitment: policy implication of durable goods
Shigeo Morita
PET14-14-00078, Optimal disability insurance with informal child care
Christine Ho
PET14-14-00396, The Optimal Information Reporting and Tax Audit Policy
Yulia Paramonova
Day 3, Sunday, July 13th

G. (4 paper sessions: 8:30-10:30)

1. **Information and Networks** – Chair: Vincent Vannetelbosch
   PET14-14-00109, Reciprocal equilibria in link formation games
   Hannu Salonen
   PET14-14-00382, Segregation, homophily and bridges: a network formation model
   Xu Tan
   PET14-14-00249, Diffusion of competing information
   Nicole Tabasso
   PET14-14-00379, Imperfect price competition in networks
   Emerson Melo

2. **Public Goods and Heterogeneity** – Chair: Luna Bellani
   PET14-14-00301, Festival games*: theory and application
   Luc Champarnaud
   PET14-14-00113, Intergovernmental grants and local public spending in Brazilian Municipalities
   Enlinson Mattos
   PET14-14-00108, Heterogeneous preferences and public goods provision
   Luna Bellani
   PET14-14-00106, Public bads, heterogeneous beliefs, and the value of information
   Hiroaki Sakamoto

3. **Social Choice 3** – Chair: John Duggan
   PET14-14-00320, Single or multiple rationales to choice behavior: does it make a difference?
   João Varandas
   PET14-14-00381, Screening and Inefficiency in Auctions with Risk Averse Bidders
   Indranil Chakraborty
   PET14-14-00404, Directional Equilibria
   John Duggan
   PET14-14-00304, Level r consensus and stable social choice
   Oscar Volij

4. **Topics in Macroeconomics 3** – Chair: Shigeki Kunieda
   PET14-14-00380, Government policy and human capital accumulation in the presence of excludable and non-excludable public inputs
   Goncalo Monteiro
   PET14-14-00122, Subsistence or Survival: An Endogenous Growth Model
   Mehmet Özer
   PET14-14-00075, Rare disasters and fiscal policy: Bohn meets Barro in Japan
   Shigeki Kunieda
5. Tax Evasion 2 – Chair: Melanie Steinhoff
   PET14-14-00262, Incentivised offshore voluntary disclosure schemes: An analysis
      Matthew Rablen
   PET14-14-00408, Audit selection vs. audit effectiveness: taxpayer and tax agency strategies in
      the presence of imperfect detection
      Mark D Phillips
   PET14-14-00237, A model of risky tax avoidance and management incentives
      Melanie Steinhoff
   PET14-14-00107, Strategic Treaty Shopping
      Sunghoon Hong

6. Tax Incidence and Fiscal Competition – Chair: Florian Morath
   PET14-14-00132, Sequential policy choices and the missing response to reform
      Andrea Schneider
   PET14-14-00399, The Economic Efficiency of Progressive Taxation
      Troy Scott
   PET14-14-00412, DIVIDEND TAXATION AND HOUSEHOLD DIVIDEND PORTFOLIO DECISIONS:
      EVIDENCE FROM THE 2003 JOBS AND GROWTH TAX RELIEF RECONCILIATION ACT
      Daeyong Lee
   PET14-14-00083, The taxation of bilateral trade with endogenous information
      Florian Morath

7. Market Structure and Pricing 2 – Chair: Robert Driskill
   PET14-14-00120, Entrants' reputation and industry dynamics
      Felipe Zurita
   PET14-14-00121, Booking with discount: welfare effects of (web) social aggregators
      Amedeo Piolatto
   PET14-14-00123, Price dispersion, search frictions and signaling quality through prices.
      Zhihong Dong
   PET14-14-00398, Monopoly and oligopoly supply of a good with dynamic network
      externalities
      Robert Driskill

8. Externalities – Chair: Massimiliano Ferraresi
   PET14-14-00282, Local infrastructures and externalities: does the size matter?
      Massimiliano Ferraresi
   PET14-14-00244, Optimal Regulation of Accident Externalities
      Steven Slutsky
   PET14-14-00145, Interdependency among lobbyists: Truthful equilibria in common agency
      games with externalities
      Ilias Boulitzis
PET14-14-00072, A Veblenian externality, economic growth, and corrective taxation
Ronald Wendner

9. Environment Policy – Chair: Lydia Blaschtschak
PET14-14-00372, Subsidizing Green Energy Supply under Capital Mobility and Endogenous Resource Supply
Lydia Blaschtschak
PET14-14-00373, Time Consistency Aspects of non-cooperative Carbon Taxation with n Countries
Karl Zimmermann
PET14-14-00295, Environmental policy in a stagnant economy
Masako Ikefuji
PET14-14-00054, On the fiscal strategies of escaping poverty-environment traps (and) towards sustainable growth
Nguyen thang Dao

10. Contests – Chair: Luis Corchon
PET14-14-00154, Dominant strategy Implementation in Contests
Carmen Bevia
PET14-14-00169, Biased contests for symmetric players
Mikhail Drugov
PET14-14-00227, Multiple Rounds and Endogenous Timing in Endogenous Prize Contests with Asymmetric Valuation
Magnus Hoffmann
PET14-14-00221, Properties of Contests (if any)
Luis Corchon

H. (3/4 paper sessions: 2:30-4:30)

1. Utility and General Equilibrium – Chair: Cuong Le van
PET14-14-00008, Transferable utility and (in)efficiency in intertemporal bargaining in marriage: interaction of divorce laws and prenuptial agreements
Linda Welling
PET14-14-00009, A Unified Approach to Revealed Preference Theory: The Case for Rational Choice
Hiroki Nishimura
PET14-14-00111, Arbitrage and asset market equilibrium in infinite dimensional economies with short-selling and risk-averse expected utilities
Thai Ha huy
PET14-14-00157, An impossibility of allocating objects among agents with non-quasi-linear preferences
Kazumura Tomoya
2. Politics and Policy – Chair: Daniel Stone  
   PET14-14-00022, Fox News and political knowledge  
   Daniel Stone  
   PET14-14-00125, Listen to the market, hear the best policy decision, but don't always choose it.  
   Joon Song  
   PET14-14-00044, A positive theory of income taxation: does parliamentary structure matter?  
   Lin Zhang

3. Social Choice 4: Inequality, Utilitarianism, and Paradox – Chair: Marcus Pivato  
   PET14-14-00275, Ranking distributions of an ordinal attribute  
   Nicolas Gravel  
   PET14-14-00241, Statistical Utilitarianism  
   Marcus Pivato  
   PET14-14-00105, How Strong are Soccer Teams? 'Host Paradox' in FIFA's ranking.  
   Marek Kaminski

   PET14-14-00378, Stability of China's Macro-Financial System  
   Yong Liu  
   PET14-14-00276, Macroeconomic aspects of Italian pension reforms of 1990s  
   Tetyana Dubovyk  
   PET14-14-00215, Rural-urban migration, structural change and housing price hike in China  
   Yang Tang  
   PET14-14-00151, The Spanish Productivity Puzzle in the Great Recession  
   Eva Moreno galbis

5. Topics in Growth – Chair: Fausto Gozzi  
   PET14-14-00332, Endogenous capital- and labor-augmenting technical change in the neoclassical growth model  
   Amer Tabakovic  
   PET14-14-00298, Trade Patterns and Growth Paths  
   Yunfang Hu  
   PET14-14-00326, What kindred factors exert opposing influences on the speed of convergence?  
   Yoichi Gokan  
   PET14-14-00084, Immigration, occupational choice and public employment  
   Benteng Zou

6. Health Economics and Welfare – Chair: David Becker  
   PET14-14-00039, Optimal Universal and Categorical Benefit Provision: Classification Errors and Social Welfare  
   Sean Edward Slack
   Juergen Jung
PET14-14-00003, To pay or not to pay -- Evidence from whole blood donations in Germany
   David Becker

7. Optimal Taxation 3 – Chair: Sebastian G. Kessing
   PET14-14-00211, Optimal taxation under regional inequality
      Sebastian G. Kessing
   PET14-14-00196, Optimal taxation when people do not maximize well-being
      Aart Gerritsen
   PET14-14-00251, Technological Progress, Time Perception, Environmental Quality and Optimal Taxation
      Evangelos Dioikitopoulos
   PET14-14-00233, Time-Consistent Consumption Taxation
      Sarolta Laczo

8. Environmental Economics 2 – Chair: Nigar Hashimzade
   PET14-14-00059, The Pricing and welfare consequences of corporate environmental contributions
      Nigar Hashimzade
   PET14-14-00065, Market competition and abatement technology diffusion under environmental liability law
      Yi Li
   PET14-14-00179, North–south negotiations on emission reductions: a bargainng approach
      Dapeng Cai
   PET14-14-00117, Hurricane Damage Risk in Caribbean Islands: An Analysis using Synthetic Hurricane Events and Nightlight Imagery
      Luisito Bertinelli

9. Urban Economics – Chair: Vera Ivanova
   PET14-14-00126, Dynamics of social norms in the city
      Fabien Moizeau
   PET14-14-00322, Spatial interaction of Russian cities: an empirical study
      Vera Ivanova
   PET14-14-00342, Existence and uniqueness of equilibrium for a spatial model of social interactions
      Pascal Mossay
   PET14-14-00173, Regional state capacity and the optimal degree of fiscal decentralization
      Martin Besfamille